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ASTR398B Black Holes (Spring 2017) 
Prof. Chris Reynolds 

Class 26 : 
Entanglement and the Black 
Hole Information Paradox 

RECAP  

n  Last class… 
n  Particle-wave duality 

l  Particle nature of light waves 
l  Wave-light nature of matter 

n  Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle 
l  Position-Momentum form 
l  Energy-Time form 
l  Vacuum flucuations 

n  Black Hole evaporation 
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Today 

n  Information content of a black hole 
n  Quantum entanglement 
n  The black hole information paradox 

I : Black Hole Information 

n  Following Bekenstein’s argument to estimate, we 
get an intriguing result: 
l  The number of “bits” of information in a black hole is 

l  lp=1.6x10-35m (the Planck Length) 
l  Information content proportional to area, not volume or 

mass!  One “bit” per square Planck length of horizon. 
l  This is a HUGE number. 

§  1Msun black hole… N~1x1077 
§  The Sun… N~1x1058 

l  But the information content is FINITE… this is in plain 
contradiction with expectations of classical GR. 
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II : Quantum entanglement 

n  Einstein strongly objected to the probabilistic/ 
uncertainty aspects of Quantum Mechanics.  
l  Along with Podolsky and Rosen, he came up with a 

thought experiment aimed at tearing QM down…  
l  The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox 
l  In fact, he uncovered an even more alien and bizarre 

aspect of quantum mechanics! 
l  [See Discussion on Board] 

n  Moral of the EPR thought experiment… 
l  Two particles (or more generally systems) can 

become intimately intertwined or “entangled”.  
l  Can learn the (quantum) properties of one system 

by observing the other system… even when that 
property has a probabilistic aspect to it. 

l  The entanglement remains even when the two 
systems are moved far apart 

l  Many real experiments have now demonstrated the 
reality of this phenomenon… many of these have 
experimented with “quantum teleportation” 
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n  Two important features of entanglement… 

n  #1 – Entanglement is monogamous 
l  Consider three systems; A, B, and C. 
l  If A and B are strongly entangled with each other, neither 

can be entangled with C.   
l  If A later becomes entangled with C, the entanglement 

with B is destroyed 
l  Amounts to saying that you cannot copy information 
  

n  #2 –No information can ever be destroyed 
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III : The crazy adventures of 
Alice and Bob… 
n  Alice jumps into the black hole and Bob 

watches from a safe distance.  Let’s recall 
what we previously said about their fates… 

n  Alice’s story… 
l  She is in free-fall at all times…  
l  Strong Equivalence Principle of GR says that she is in 

a boring inertial reference frame 
l  So, she passes through event horizon without 

noticing anything strange (no-drama scenario) 
l  Thus, she carries any information into the causally 

disconnected region, out of Bob’s reach. 

n  Bob’s story… 
l  He sees Alice freeze/fade as she approaches the 

horizon.   
l  What happens to her information? 
l  Quantum mechanics says that it can’t be destroyed 

(this principle goes by name of “unitarity”) 
l  So, as black hole evaporates, the radiation must 

carry/encode the Alice’s information 
n  And now we have a crisis… 

l  Alice and Bob start off entangled… 
l  From Alice’s point of view, that entanglement 

remains completely intact 
l  But Bob sees Alice’s information encoded in the 

(distant) Hawking radiation… broken monogamy!!  
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